


Physics 24 Test-Level Problems for Recitation 14 

1. You wish to study a resistor in a circuit. To simultaneously measure the current in the I 
resistor and the voltage across the resistor, you would place an m e t e r  h with the 
resistor and a voltmeter in with the resistor. 

[A] series, series [B] series, parallel 
[C] parallel, series [Dl parallel, series 

'1) 2. Theresistmceofaresistoristo bedeterminedby simultaneously 
measuring the current through the resistor and its voltage, then calculating the 
ratio R=V/I. The figure to the right shows one possible set-up for this experiment. 
Which of the statements below is true about this experimental stt-up? 
[A] This set-up will provide an accurate measure of the resistance. 
[B] The voltage measured by the voltmeter is greater than the actual voltage of I 

the resistor. 
[C] The current measured by the ammeter is smaller than the current that actually goes through 
the resistor. 
[D ] The current measured by the m e t e r  is larger than the current that actually goes through the , 

resistor. 

3. The capacitor in the circuit below initially has a potentid 
difference of 100 V. It is discharged through a 10 k i l  resistor when 
the switch is closed. 10 seconds after the switch is closed the 
potential across the capacitor is 1 V. R =  10 k!2 
(a) What is the capacitance of the capacitor? 
(3) What is the current in the resistor 10 seconds after the switch is 
closed? 



I .  - 
26.m The resistance of the mil  
of a pivoted-coil galvanometer 
i s  Y.36R. and a current of 
0.0224 A causes 11 to deflec~ full 
scale. We want to convert this 

R~I Shunt 

galvanometer to an ammeter Figure 26.43 Exercise 26.29. 
reading 20.0 A full scale. The 
only shunt availabk has a resistance of 0.0250 R. What resistance 
R must k connected in series with h e  coil (see Fig. 26-43]? 

I 
I 26.32 W o  150-V voltmeters. one with a resistance of 10.0 k f l  and 

the other with a resistance of 90.0 kfl. are connected in series 
1 acmi  a 120-Y dc line. Find the reading of each voltmeter. (A 
I 
I 150-V voltmeter deflects full scale when the potential difference 

I ktwaen its ~ w o  terminals i s  1 SO V.) 

. - # / 
% 26.S Acapacitorischargd toa potential of I2.OVmd i s  thencon- , // 

nmted to a ~oltmettr having m internal resistance of 3.40 MR. A h  *r 
a tim of4.00 s Uh voltmeter reads 3.0 V, What is h capacitane? 

I 
I t?= Q e  



A - - -  - 

16.41 i n  ihc circuit shown m ~ i g .  26.45, c = 5.90 1 1 ~ ,  
f = 28.0V, and the emf has 

1 
Switch S Swkhs wgligible resistance. Initially 
~n psltion l in p~lion 2 

c v  
the capacitor is unchareed and 
the swilch s is in position I .   he : (FtqbXdcb~) [;l8.0~> 

is tl-ien moved to position C 
2. so that the capacitor btgins to 
charge. a )  What will be tb 
charge on the capacitor a long R 

time afrer the switch is  moved to Figurn 26.45 Exwises 26.42 
position 2? b) After rht switch and 25.43. 

has h e n  in position 2 fm3.00 ms. the charge on ~ c a p a c i r o r i s  me+ 
tQ be 1 10 PC. What is lfic value of rhe rtsisrawe R? t) How 

long after the switch is moved to position 2 vnli chc chuFe an [he 
capacitor be equal to 99.0% of Iht final value fmnd in - (a)? 

I 



Physics 24 Special Homework Assignment #S 

A capacitor is charged so that the potential difference across its R =50kSZ 
plates is 100 V. The capacitor is then connected to a 50 kSZ resistor 
as shown. The current though the resistor is found to have a 
magnitude of 0.1 mA after the switch connecting the capacitor and 
resistor has been closed for 5 seconds. Work the following, 
keeping in mind that you must begin with starting equations. 

(a) What is the maximum cuttent (magnitude) that passes through 
the resistor? 

(b) What is the capacitance of the capacitor? I I c 


